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  Method was first applied by Bonche, Koonin, and Negele,  

   fusion excitation function, fission, deep-inelastic collisions,  

  nuclear molecules, collective excitation and resonance dynamics 
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giant resonance = RPA  deep inelastic collision fusion 

nonlinear 

TDHF theory: historical remarks 
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  many groups in the late ‘70s and ‘80s performed more 

extensive calculations in 2 and 3 dimensions, limited by the 

computers of the time, e.g., 

K. T. R. Davies, V. Maruhn-Rezvani, K. R. Sandhya-Devi,  

S. J. Krieger, J. A. Maruhn 

R. Y. Cusson, H. Stöcker, J. A. Maruhn 

H. Flocard, M. S. Weiss    

most calculation in 2D axial geometry, 

no l*s-force (essential for correct shell structure) 
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TDHF theory: historical remarks 
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hindrance 
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The conflict between TDHF prediction and experimental data promotes the theoretical development 

                                                 puzzle of small fusion window 



Spin-orbit coupling 

Omission of l*s-coupling underestimated the energy dissipation so that the energy 

window of fusion reactions was too small in comparison with experiments.     

 solved puzzle of small fusion window 
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A. S. Umar, M. R. Strayer, and P.-G. Reinhard, Phys. Rev. Lett 56, 2793 (1986). 

Include time-even spin-oribt force 
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Fusion window problem revisited 

M. Tohyama and A. S. Umar, Phys. Rev. C65, 037601 (2002). 

TDDM: time-dependent density matrix theory includes both one- and two-body collisions 

 

 The l*s force has significant effect on the collision dynamics; 

 The role of l*s force can be compensated by two-body collisions when l*s is absent; 

 The increase in Eth remains small due to two-body collisions when spin-orbit force  

     was already included; 
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TDHF theory: advantages vs. limitations 
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Advantages 

 Fully microscopic, parameter-free theory in heavy-ion collisions; 

 Treat nuclear structure and reactions in a unified framework (same EDF); 

  Dynamical effects in heavy-ion collisions (neck formation, deformation,  

     surface vibrations, nucleon exchange) are automatically incorporated; 

 Quantum effects ( pauli principle, antisymmetrization of wavefunction, 

     spin-orbit force) are treated in a quantum mechanical way; 

Limitations 

 Only one-body dissipation (collision with walls of mean-field); 

 Tunneling effect is missing; 

2014-8-14 
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Effect of spin-orbit force on dissipation dynamics  

P.-G. Reinhard et. al., Phys. 

Rev. C 37, 1026 (1988). 

the difference 

 l*s force 

 symmetry restrictions 

 gradient of density 

Gao-Feng Dai, Lu Guo, En-Guang Zhao, and Shan-Gui Zhou, Phys. Rev. C (submitted) 
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Effect of spin-orbit force on dissipation dynamics  

 The l*s force causes a significant enhancement of the dissipation; 

 The energy dissipation decrease as c.m. energy increases owing to the  

     competition of collective motion and single-particle degrees of freedom; 

90 MeV 

 

 

 

130MeV 

 

 

 

170MeV 
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Effect of spin-orbit force on dissipation dynamics  

The time-even coupling of spin-orbit force plays a dominant role at low energies, 

while the influence of time-odd terms is notable at high energies. 
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Effect of spin-orbit force on dissipation dynamics  

Around 40%~65% of the energy dissipation depending on the different Skyrme 

parameters is found to arise from the spin-orbit force in deep-inelastic collisions. 
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Effect of spin-orbit force on dissipation dynamics  

TDHF calculations overestimated the experimental data by about 20%; 

reasonably reproduced the experimental data, considering that no free-

parameters are fitted to the reaction dynamics. 
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Effect of tensor force on dissipation dynamics  

For the reaction systems with N=Z, 

 The tensor dependence of energy dissipation is attributed to the parameters |α+β|; 

 With the small |α+β|, the small effect of tensor force on the dissipation, as SLy5+T, T13, T31; 

 The large value of |α+β| gives rise to the strong effect on the dissipation as T11 and T33; 
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Effect of tensor force on dissipation dynamics  

The theoretical fusion cross section 

with T11 tensor force well reproduce 

experimental data  
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Summary and outlook 

Summary 

 Three-dimensional TDHF with full Skyrme functional and without any symmetry restrictions; 

 The dissipation decreases as the c.m. energy increases owing to the competation of 

     collective motion and single –particle degrees of freedom; 

 The spin-orbit force causes a significant enhancement of the dissipation; 

 The time-even coupling of l*s force plays a dominant role at low energies, while  

     the influence of time-odd termsis notable at high energies; 

 The tensor force may either enhance or reduce the dissipation depending on different parameter sets;

 The theoretical fusion cross section reasonable reproduced the experimental data; 

Outlook 

  The dissipation dynamics in heavier systems; 

 The fusion excitation function with tensor force in heavier, asymmetric and exotic systems; 
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Thank you for your attention 


